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1 of 2 review helpful Eliade A Worthy Read By Kindle Customer Mircea Murch uh Eliade writes ably and clearly 
about the difference between myth and fable He relates myth as the clear connection to divine reality Myth is the 
connection to primordial truth as sensed by early societies Read this book if you read Joseph Campbell Bede Griffiths 
John Rohr the Upanishads and others of this genre 17 of 36 rev The author s purpose is to interpret and to ease an 
encounter which history has made inevitable But Professor Eliade is too good a scholar and it too wise in his judgment 
to fall into syncretist fallacies He has no argument to offer other than that which is implicit in a penetrating and 
sympathetic scrutiny of the mythologies that vivify ancient communities and tell us so much of the perennial meaning 
and destiny of man 
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